SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Marcelo Gleiser, Ph.D., M.Sc.
Dr. Gleiser is the Appleton Professor of Natural Philosophy and Professor of Physics
and Astronomy at Dartmouth College. He also directs the new Institute for CrossDisciplinary Engagement at Dartmouth. He obtained his Ph.D. from King’s College
London in 1986 and held postdoctoral fellowships at the Kavli Institute for Theoretical
Physics in Santa Barbara and at Fermilab. Dr. Gleiser is the recipient of a Presidential
Faculty Fellows Award from the White House, and is a Fellow and General Councilor
of the American Physical Society. Author of over 100 peer-reviewed articles, his research focuses on
cosmology, field theory, complexity and the origin of life. His research has been funded by the National
Science Foundation, NASA, NATO, Department of Energy, and the John Templeton Foundation. Dr. Gleiser
plays an active role as a public intellectual dedicated to the public understanding of science. He is the
author of four books in English, most recently The Island of Knowledge: The Limits of Knowledge and
the Search for Meaning (Basic Books, 2014). His cross-disciplinary books explore science’s historical and
philosophical roots, and how its evolving narrative impacts our culture and worldview. His previous book, A
Tear at the Edge of Creation (Free Press, 2010), was published in 12 languages. He participates frequently in
TV documentaries and radio programs in the United States and abroad, and is the cofounder of the science
and culture blog 13.7, hosted by National Public Radio in the United States.

Rob Jenkins, M.A.
Best known for his popular “Two-Year Track” columns in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, Prof. Jenkins has earned a national reputation as an advocate for
community colleges and as an authority on two-year college issues. During his nearly
30-year career—all spent at two-year schools—he has served as a part-time faculty
member, a full-time faculty member, a department chair, an academic dean and a
program director. He is currently Associate Professor of English at Georgia Perimeter
College, a large, multi-campus, urban/suburban community college in Atlanta. Prof. Jenkins holds an M.A.
in writing from the University of Tennessee. His stories, essays and poems have appeared in a number of
outlets, including The Clearing House, Southern Poetry Review, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution and The
Gwinnett Daily Post. In recent years he has also come to be in some demand as a speaker, addressing
faculty, staff and student groups on a variety of two-year and four-year college campuses around the
country.

N. Karl Haden, Ph.D.
Dr. Haden is the founder and President of AAL. Since its founding in 2005, AAL has
worked with over 100 higher education institutions and associations through faculty
development programs and consulting services. Dr. Haden’s consultation and faculty
development activities have included clients from dentistry, pharmacy, veterinary
medicine, allied health and medicine. Dr. Haden’s areas of expertise include leadership
development, organizational change, team building, strategic planning, curriculum
development and the scholarship of teaching and learning. He served as Associate Executive Director and
Director of the Center for Educational Policy and Research at the American Dental Education Association
(ADEA). He continues to direct the ADEA Leadership Institute, a premier leadership development program
in health professions education. He has served as a faculty member and advisor in the American Association
of Colleges of Pharmacy Academic Leadership Fellows Program since its inception in 2004. Dr. Haden
regularly presents to organizations on issues and trends in higher education, health professions education
and policy-related matters in higher education. In the past 10 years, he has made over 300 presentations
to groups in higher education. Dr. Haden has authored or coauthored over 80 articles and monographs on
educational policy. Dr. Haden is a Fellow (Hon.) of the American College of Dentists and a Fellow of the
Center for the Study of the Great Ideas.
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Turnberry Isle Resort, Aventura, FL

AGENDA
THURSDAY, JANUARY 7

OVERVIEW
ADEA Leadership Institute Phase V is an exceptional experience designed to invigorate leadership
development, stretch thinking, push potential and rejuvenate the networks and relationships that
are hallmarks of the ADEA Leadership Institute. The Phase V program will provide an exclusive,
thought-provoking and interactive program to help ADEA Leadership Institute alumni take their
professional and personal abilities to the next level as they together shape the future of dental
education and dentistry.

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.

			Salon VIII

1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 8

2:30 – 4:30 p.m.

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.

5:00 – 9:00 p.m.	Cruise Aboard the Summer Wind on the Intracoastal Waterway,
Including Reception and Dinner

Breakfast and Welcome

			Salon I
9:00 a.m. – noon	The Limits of Science and the Search for Meaning

• E
 xplain the main shifts in worldview that happen during the course of Western history, from
pre-Socratic Greeks to Expanding Universe, including the current view that humans are special.
• C
 ompare the complementary relationships between different fields of knowledge and spirituality,
from religion to philosophy to science, and how this complementarity translates into our search
for meaning as humans.

Enjoy the Turnberry Isle Resort

			
Marcelo Gleiser, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy,
Dartmouth College

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.

Lunch

			Salon I
			Salons IV/V
			
Marcelo Gleiser, Ph.D.
2:00 – 4:00 p.m.	Learning and Leisure—Your Choice of Activities, Sign Up Onsite
• Resort Walk
• Chair Massage
• Yoga Fusion Class
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.

Reception and Dinner

			Veranda East

• Describe the nine virtues and how they relate to leadership.

Breakfast

			Salon I
9:00 – 10:15 a.m.

Leadership Issues Rounds

			Salons IV/V
10:15 – 11:00 a.m.

The Future of ADEA Leadership Institute Phase V

			Salons IV/V
11:00 a.m.		

Adjourn

The American Dental Education Association is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider.
ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers
of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it
imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry.
The American Dental Education Association designates this activity for 10 continuing education credits.

• Assess behaviors related to lifelong learning as a leader.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9

• Develop action steps for personal growth in specific virtues.

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.

Breakfast

			Salon I
9:00 a.m. – noon

The 9 Virtues of Exceptional Leaders

			Salons IV/V
			Karl Haden, Ph.D., President, AAL
			
Rob Jenkins, Associate Professor of English, Georgia Perimeter College

ADEA Leadership Institute Phase V: Building on the Legacy

			Salons IV/V

SUNDAY, JANUARY 10

1:00 – 2:00 p.m.	The Limits of Science and the Search for Meaning
• D
 escribe how science builds a self-correcting narrative about Nature (a re-reading of the
scientific method).

Peer Coaching Session

			Salons IV/V

Noon – 1:00 p.m.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Reception and Dinner

Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Lunch
			Salon I

All speakers agree that neither they nor members of their immediate family have any financial relationships with
commercial entities that may be relevant to their presentations.

How to Obtain Continuing Education (CE) Credits:

To receive CE credit, please complete the evaluation process for all eligible attended sessions. Education session
evaluations will be emailed to attendees on or before Friday, January 15, 2016. You will be able to receive a copy of your
CE Verification Form immediately after completing the evaluation. Evaluations must be completed by Friday, January 29,
2016, at 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time.
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